BEERS.
Our great beers are available on cask or keg, just ask at the bar.
Scalpsie Blonde 3.8% Session blonde, a pale beer with a light Citra hop.
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Our friends at Zero Waste Scotland asked us to use our loaf, and come up with a way to help reduce food-waste on the island by
using up unsold bread from its supermarkets and bakeries. We gather the bread from around the island and toast it to bring out
its flavours. We then add it to our malt to make this delicious, sturdy beer. As well as fermentables, the bread adds a hint of
toast and a delicious, sweet finish.
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This beer, like its cave-dwelling namesake, lives on the darker side. A deep flavour of chocolate and roast malts with hoppy
echoes of pine and spices make this the perfect beer to coorie in with. Jinty Bell was a shellfish hawker, and luckily enough this
stout also pairs nicely with Scottish West Coast Oysters. Join us for our Isle of Bute Oyster Festival at Bute Brew Co. Info at
www.butebrewco.co.uk
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Like the golden sands of Scalpsie Bay, this blonde is a firm island favourite. Enjoy island style; chilled out
and relaxed on a windswept beach, but if you cant manage that also best served with good company.

Straad Ass 4.2% A bold malty body means this golden coloured beer has a light sweet finish.
This sweet little golden beer has all the character of the stubborn donkeys used to shift herring from the busy wee Straad
on the west coast of the island to the markets, and ultimately the tables of the world. Like the donkeys this beer just keeps
on giving, the combination of Munich and Pale malt leaves a mellow malty base while the hops add little floral notes.

Red 4.2%

A great beer with toffee and caramel flavours

Like the beards of our ancestors, the first beer we ever sold was also red. That was way back when Trump was still a funny
word; this true Scotsman, however, is honest, cheeky and has no need to lie about what’s under its kilt.
Our Infamous Red; a fruity wee chap with a pleasant caramel body. It’s a Bute of a Red.

48 Ferries 5.5% A mosaic hopped IPA
The Isle of Bute has many things to boast about; the fantastic beaches, the great people, the grandest toilets, cosy pubs, and
of course, above all else, the most buteylicious beer from its illustrious brewery. As if that wasn’t enough, we have over 48
ferries coming to the island each day. Bute is uniquely accessible out of all the Scottish Islands, so we thought we would
showboat this a little by making a great beer named 48 Ferries
We've used Mosaic hops, because we love the citrus and berry flavours that they impart and paired them up with Munich malt,
for a sweet finish.

Thorough Bread 5.1% A wholesome beer made by toasting and then brewing the unused bread.

Jinty Bells 4.5%. A delicious Stout with chocolate and roasty flavours

All our Bottles are brewed and bottled on the Isle of Bute so why not take
some home.
Off sale prices
500ml range. £2.5 a bottle
300ml range £2 a bottle

WINE.
SOFT DRINKS

£3.5 175ml

Chardonnay, Malbec, Shiraz

Fentimens carbonated drinks and fruit juices.
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